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Helvetia Calendar

March 15-17 - BEPEX, including club competition and special Helvetia
section for Swiss exhibits.

March 20 ---- Helvetia Society monthly meeting, Fair Lawn Arts Center,
12-56 River Road, Fair Lawn, N .J ., 8 p .m . Program:
shooting festival coins of Switzerland, 1842-1939, and
related philatelic material by Robert Scheuermann.

Nine Members Contribute to BEPEX Club Exhibit

Helvetia Society's two-frame exhibit for the BEPEX club
competition March 15-17 will contain pages from the collections of
nine members . As assembled at the February Helvetia meeting, the ex-
hibit includes : Edward Hochuli, semi-postal covers ; Carl Meiners, Pax
set ; Werner Vogel, Sitting Helvetia cover ; Otto Hug, Strubelis ; Aaron
Rosenberg, postal stationery envelopes ; Walter Reimann, flight covers;
Frank Helbig, technology set first day covers ; Matthew Brogan, modern
varieties on stamps ; and Harlan Stone, Helvetic Republic and forward-
ing agent covers.

In addition, BEPEX expects seven exhibits in the special
Swiss section sponsored by Helvetia, and two Swiss exhibits in the
open competition.

APS Collectors of Switzerland Invited to Join Helvetia

Team work by four Helvetia members resulted in a special
mailing last month to more than 200 American Philatelic Society mem-
bers who have listed Switzerland as a collecting interest . Vice
President Edward Hochuli of New York compiled the mailing list from the APS
Directory, Matthew Brogan of New Jersey converted the list to mailing
labels, President Steve Pomex of New York printed extra copies of the
Helvetia newsletter, and Secretary Harlan Stone of New Jersey carried
out the actual mailing . The four members spent a total of some 25
hours on the recruiting project.

News Briefs

Helvetia member Calvin McMahon has become editor of
Amerikanische Schweizer Zeitung, the Swiss-American newspaper pub-
lished in New York . His plans include a weekly column devoted to
Swiss philately, including activities of the Helvetia Society . Cal,
who has been a free-lance commercial artist, has also completely re-
designed the Helvetia recruiting brochure.
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Ferdinand Hodler (1853-1918), the Swiss artist whose
self-portrait appears on the top value 1953 Pro Juventute stamp,
(Scott #B231), has suddenly arrived on the American art scene as a
recognized modern master . A retrospective show of his paintings will
remain at the Guggenheim Museum in New York until April 8 . The ex-
hibit will be at Harvard University from May 1 to June 22 . Hodler was
also the subject of the cover story in the February issue ofSaturday
Review of the Arts .

A Stamp and Coin Collector Looks
at the Swiss Federal Shooting Festivals

By Robert A . Scheuermann
Helvetia #439

With the adoption of the 1848 Federal constitution, the
Swiss Confederation assumed sole postal and coinage authority . The
brief period of cantonal stamp issues and the long history of cantonal,
city and ecclesiastical coin mintages soon finally ended.

From 1850 the Federal government has issued stamps and
coins for all of Switzerland . Compared esthetically with what came be-
fore, Swiss stamps and coins of the latter half of the 19th century ap-
pear deliberately undistinguished and utilitarian . The Federal shield
with the cross of Schwyz and the full figure "Helvetia" motifs are cen-
tral to both, and designs were continued with no essential change for
many years . This conservatism was first broken for stamps with the
U .P .U . commemorative issue of 1900 . For coins this conservatism
endures to the present day, and has been offset only by a few 5 franc
commemorative pieces, and by the singularly attractive series of spe-
cial gold and silver coins minted for Swiss Federal shooting festivals
between 1842 and 1939 .

II
The origins of the Swiss attention to marksmanship pre-

cede the birth of the William Tell legend, and shooting competitions
have been known in Switzerland for centuries . The first Swiss Federal
shooting festival, in which marksmen from all over Switzerland partic-
ipated, took place at Aarau in 1824 . Similar to many other shooting
matches held throughout Europe, the event was marked by the striking
of a small jetton (token), possibly as a prize.

Thereafter, Swiss Federal shooting festivals were held
every two or three years up to 1910, and from 1924 to date approximate-
ly every five years except during World War II . Throughout this period
many cantonal and lesser shooting matches continued to take place.

Many of these shooting competitions utilized an often
elaborate -- and frequently very beautiful -- array of coins, medals,
cups, watches, badges, jettons, posters, stamps, mail and other me-
mentoes as souvenirs and awards . A recent catalogue lists well over
1,000 medals alone . Here we can briefly consider only those few strict-
ly numismatic and philatelic items relating to the Federal festivals.

III
Although the shooting festival coins were regarded by

the Swiss as legal tender and did circulate to a limited extent, nu-
mismatic authorities disagree as to just which pieces should be cata-
logued as coins and which as medals . The list given here is the one
most often accepted in Switzerland and the United States . There are 21
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coins, 19 silver and two gold, all minted for Federal festivals . All
are of original but related designs, except for the 1855 Solothurn
shooting coin, which, save for an inscribed edge, is identical with
the 1850-1874 Swiss 5 franc type piece . Most are a standard taler or
crown ; i .e ., 5 francs in denomination, .900 fine silver, 37 mm . in
diameter, and 25 grams in weight . In chronological order they are as
follows :

1. 1842 Chur 4 franc silver, 39* mm ., 6,000 minted in Munich
2. 1847 Glarus 40 batzen silver, 39i mm ., 3,200 minted in Munich
3. 1855 Solothurn 5 franc silver, 37 mm ., 3,000 minted in Paris (?)
4. 1857 Bern 5 franc silver, 37 mm ., 5,195 minted in Bern
5. 1859 Zurich 5 franc silver, 37 mm ., 6,000 minted in Bern
6. 1861 Stans "5 franc" silver (no stated denomination), 37 mm .,

6,000 minted in Bern
7. 1863 La Chaux-de-Fonds 5 franc silver, 37 mm ., 6,000 minted

in Bern
8. 1865 Schaffhausen 5 franc silver, 37 mm ., 10,000 minted in Bern
9. 1867 Schwyz 5 franc silver, 37 mm ., 8,000 minted in Bern

10. 1869 Zug 5 franc silver, 37 mm ., 6,000 minted in Bern
11. 1872 Zurich 5 franc silver, 37 mm ., 10,000 minted in Bern
12. 1874 St . Gallen "5 franc" silver (no stated denomination),

37 mm ., 15,000 minted in Bern.
13. 1876 Lausanne 5 franc silver, 37 mm ., 20,000 minted in Bern
14. 1879 Basel 5 franc silver, 37 mm ., 30,000 minted in Bern
15. 1881 Fribourg 5 franc silver, 37 mm ., 30,000 minted in Bern
16. 1883 Lugano 5 franc silver, 37 mm ., 30,000 minted in Bern
17. 1885 Bern 5 franc silver, 37 mm ., 25,000 minted in Bern
18. 1934 Fribourg 100 franc gold, 31 mm ., 2,000 minted in Bern
19. 1934 Fribourg 5 franc silver, 31 mm ., 32,789 minted in Bern
20. 1939 Lucerne 100 franc gold, 27 mm ., 6,000 minted in Bern
21. 1939 Lucerne 5 franc silver, 33 mm ., 40,000 minted in Bern

It is impractical to attempt a description and evalua-
tion of the individual coins here ; the interested reader is referred to
the studies and illustrated catalogues listed in the brief bibliography
at the end of this article.

However, a few brief comments of a general nature may
be in order . The typical Swiss shooting coin combines military or
shooting themes with the symbols of the Swiss Confederation and of the
canton in which the festival took place . Thus, on one side of a coin
we might find depicted crossed rifles and battle flags, a soldier in
historical costume holding a musket, a shooter in contemporary dress
aiming a rifle, or even one of the legendary heroes from the golden
age of Swiss military triumphs : Arnold von Winkelreid falling on the
Austrian lances at Sempach in 1386, Hans Landwing saving the standard
from the Milanese at the 1422 defeat at Arbedo, and Hans von Hallwyn
inspiring his troops by pointing to the clearing heavens before as-
saulting the right flank of Charles the Bold of Burgundy at Morat in
1476 .

On the other side of the coin, the Swiss Confederation
might be represented by the Swiss coat of arms crested with a plumed
cap, or by a simple rayed Swiss cross, or by the figure of "Helvetia"
in a felicitous pose, such as the charming pairing with the son of Wil-
liam Tell on the 1865 Schaffhausen coin . The cantons might be shown
by their respective escutcheons, a view of a city or famous landscape,
or recognizable local symbols, like the bear of Bern or the cockatrice
of Basel .
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Finally, a number of these coins are lettered with in-
teresting maxims of a patriotic nature . We might conclude our examin-
ation of the shooting festival coins by quoting the motto on the 1879
Basel taler : "Das Schwert zur Hand im Herzen Gott so wird der Schweizer
nie zum Spott" (with sword in his hand and God in his heart, so will
the Swiss never be disgraced) . Perhaps this sums up as succinctly as
possible the rationale behind the long tradition of marksmanship in
Switzerland .

IV
The lode of philatelic material relating to the Swiss

Federal shooting festivals is unfortunately no where near as rich as
that of coins and medals . No Swiss postage stamp has ever been issued
for a shooting meet, Federal or otherwise . The only Swiss stamp with
competitive rifle shooting as its subject is the high value Pro Patria
semi-postal stamp of 1950.

A number of special hand, machine and mobile post of-
fice postmarks have been employed either to promote shooting festivals
or as cancellations at the festival grounds . The earliest hand strike
of record is probably more or less of a cachet to publicize the Fed-
eral shooting festival at Geneva in 1851 . It consists simply of an en-
circled "Geneve Tir Federal 1851" in three lines, and is known used as
early as the fall of 1850, and on both stamped and stampless covers.
The next recorded hand strike is a straight line "Tir Federal" A used at
the Federal shooting festivals of Lausanne (1876), Basel (1879) and
Fribourg (1881) . According to Andres and Emmenegger, this cancellation
was applied principally to B telegrams and telegram stamps . A further
single line "Schutzenfest" is found for the two Federal shooting meets
held at Bern in 1885 and 1897 . (See illustrations at end of article .)

The first real circular shooting cancellation was init-
ially used at the Glarus Federal shooting festival of 1892 and, with
appropriate language and date changes, enjoyed a long life, being last
used in Lucerne in 1939. In between, it was variously employed at the
Federal matches in Winterthur (1895), Neuchatel (1898), Lucerne (1901),
Zurich (1907), Bern (1910), Aarau (1924) and Fribourg (1934) . One of
the most distinctive of the 19th century Swiss special cancellations,
it includes a thin horseshoe lettered "Eidg . Schutzenfest" or "Tir
Federal," a central date surmounted with vertical line shading and,
below, a small shield with the Swiss cross, all within the usual circle.
There are two types, one with heavier line shading above the date.

Other circular hand cancellations are recorded for the
Bellinzona (1929) and Chur (1949) Federal shooting meets.

Machine cancellations have been put to use at different
cities in Switzerland to promote certain Federal shooting festivals:
Aarau (1924 - "100th Anniversary," in both German andFrench), D Fribourg
(1934), E Lucerne (1939 - "International Shooting Match," in German,
French and Italian), Chur (1949) G and Zurich (1963) : These have plain
but relevant symbols within the rectangular strike : crossbow, bull's
eye target, Chur horned goat carrying a rifle, etc.

The only mobile post office at a Federal shooting match
was No . 3 at Zurich in 1963,I< which applied the usual circular cancel-
lation and a small rectangular cachet.

There are, of course, a considerable number of shooting
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cancellationscancellations for cantonal and lesser meets . Passing mention may be
made of 1) the twin annual series of machine cancellations since
1955 for the yearly Federal Field Shooting Day H and for the young
shooters who compete in them, I 2) the mobile post office strikes and
cachets from 1938 for the young boys' shooting competition held each
September in Zurich, and 3) the Morgarten shoot held annually on Nov.
15, the anniversary of the Swiss victory over Duke Leopold of

Austria in 1315.

V
While not strictly philatelic, a significant number

of postcards and labels pertaining to the Federal (and possibly les-
ser) shooting festivals exist . Postcards with topical shooting pictures,
both in black and white and in multicolor, have been made for shooting
meets since the 1890's . They are frequently found with the special
horseshoe circular cancellation described previously.

Labels have been prepared for certain shooting festivals,
both Federal and local, from at least 1895 . They are known for Federal
competitions at Winterthur (1895), Lucerne (1901), St . Gallen (1904),
Bern (1910) and Chur (1949).

Much still remains to be learned in this field . The
author would appreciate information and offerings of such items, as
well as of the more conventional philatelic and numismatic material
relating to the Federal shooting festivals of Switzerland.
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(Editor's Note : We have delayed continuation of Felix
Ganz's article on National Festival Cards in order to publish this
timely article . Mr . Scheuermann will show the coins and cancellations
described here at the Helvetia Society meeting on March 20 . His ad-
dress is P . O . Box 173, Albertson, N .Y . 11507 .)
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